Business Angel Network Toolkit

EBAN offers a wealth of knowledge and information to fuel your angels’ group operational activities. We remain committed to supporting your group and members in very powerful ways:

- Knowledge: Highly topical angel investing content to stay on top of trends
- Connections: To more than 12,000 active angel investors to expand deal flow and knowledge
- Representation in Brussels: As the pan-European representative, EBAN works to protect your investor rights and leverage critical public policy
- Actionable tools to make it easier for European and global angel investors to be heard.

In pursuit of sharing best practices and deal flow, EBAN’s Secretariat has compiled a Business Angel Network Toolkit which includes a variety of templates to be used by angel groups interested in facilitating and participating in local or international meetings.

Angel groups, business accelerators, early-stage funds and crowdfunding players across Europe and MENA regions are increasingly getting together via phone, web, and in person to build relationships, share best practices and deals. EBAN is the platform enabling and fostering communications and transparency for the flow of information.

Educational resources are also available to angel groups, a toolkit of websites to online resources for syndicating deals and information on budgeting.

EBAN focuses on five main pillars as we work to develop benefits and services that bring value to you, our members and affiliates:

Improve Bottom-line of Business Angel Networks

- Support EBAN groups recruit new angels and build deal flow through awareness campaigns and education programmes.
- Branding as EBAN official member with your logo on EBAN’s website and Membership Directory listing. EBAN’s logos available for your use in all marketing materials.
- Connections to expert angels and entrepreneurs, answers to questions
- Templates for press releases, national and international news integration
Collaboration

- EBAN supports cross-network and cross-border events and syndication, as well as providing documentation, templates, standards and tools for syndication
- Local and global educational, business acceleration and syndication programmes/meetings
- Collaboration and syndication templates

Public Policy

- EBAN is working to represent the EBAN membership to European and international policymakers and regulators, and provide information on policies of interest to angel investors.

Knowledge and Insight

- EBAN connects member groups to each other for idea sharing and mentorship, holding conferences providing high quality programming for professional development, articles and information on investment best practices, and informs members of industry trends and statistics.

Services

- EBAN provides free usage of Gust (funding platform connecting accredited angel and startup investors to a worldwide network of entrepreneurs).

The following documents provided are for your angel group use, but should remain private information. Please contact Jacopo Losso if you would like to share templates and/or documents with other EBAN angel groups and early-stage investing players.

**Email sign up**: Weekly access to investor insights, member knowledge and connections, in addition to EBAN and industry news & events

**Members Area in the website**: Admission to the EBAN Knowledge Centre and details for setting up your password

**Public Policy Resources**: stay current with all of EBAN's public policy initiatives and resources for your via our dedicated public policy website section.

**The Economic Impact of Angel Investment**: a presentation tool to help angels speak to policymakers about the importance of angel investing

**Investing in Private Companies** – Insights for Business Angel Investors

**Raising Business Angel Investment** – European Booklet for Entrepreneurs

**Creating Your Own Angel Investor Group**
Media Relations

EBAN is happy to work with our members in your media communication efforts. We regularly provide EBAN and angel investing industry background and refer media inquiries to interested angel leaders. Please contact EBAN Team with questions and for media referrals; +32 2 626 20 60-

Our best ideas come from our members. Is there a service or benefit that EBAN can provide to help you and your group? Please let us know:

EBAN - The European Trade Association for Business Angels, Seed Funds and Early Stage Market Players
Rue de la Science 14B | 1040 Brussels | Belgium
T: +32 2 626 20 60 | F: +32 2 626 20 69 | E: info@eban.org | W: www.eban.org